Stone babies
This is the end.
No I am starting at the End.
This is the end.
No this is what is left.
No I’m starting with the bed.
This is my bed.
No This is what's left of my bed.
I made a bed
And this is what is left
This is not a bed this is a left over of a bed that I made
This is a left over of something I made
Some thing.
Speaking through an object.
Or maybe nothing
No thing.
What is it if it is no thing?
Is there a word for it? for it is not nothing?
non thing?
Thing object do new words solve old problems?
Maybe
Maybe not
But then again maybe!
And it’s worth doing for that maybe.
Surely.
occasionally one or two will.
continual stories continual problems current stories curent Problems, nouns and verbs intersect,
creating phrases, couplets, sentences, stanzas, paragraphs and so on.
time travelling circumventing through on by in our words
one to another.
In all this movement a bed is needed – this is what is left of my bed.
Other than the bed itself
Of course
But what to do with what to call this?
This unbed?
Is it a new form?
Or a un form a non form?
Do I need a new word to describe a new thing?
Something
Some thing.
For as much as I was a new word I can’t sit back and watch my new thing being eaten.
Let me explain: new words are eaten – just sit back and see watch the children being eaten.
They are spoken then silenced by a muffling ingestion,
float sink and swallowed.
Oom oom oom.
Feed me and it is,
create and recreate produce and reproduce
for there is always the chance
There is always the chance

That one of these children is not eaten
The monster is tricked!
the child is hidden and a stone is wrapped in a blanket in its place.
the beast believes it is taking in vital fleshy thing,
but it is not.
Meanwhile the child is being kept safe and strong and hidden for a while outside the vision of the
beast in the hope it will return and confront.
This is a very old story that is being told.
If I do not look for a new word – am I being silenced?
I choose not to be silence for it is possible we are silenced anyway,
silenced by the ingestion of our forms.
we are silenced anyway – we are silenced by other noise.
Silenced by traumas, inarticulacy impotence restrictions fears.
But it’s fine. We have nothing to be scared of. We can find means and ways to hide our babies until
they are strong:
For example:
Crawl out of your bodies, crawl out of your mind.
Spreading the contagious attitude of those who have nothing to gain or lose. Start with what’s left.
What an odd strength. Looked straight in the eye, meeting a stare.
Comeherecomehere come here. ‘k.
Now fall to your knees.
And remember the Scream.
To scream.
But catch and keep acts which stop a slip into barbarianism. To watch out and continue the story
telling.
it’s exhausting, not exhausted.
And back to bed.
Enter into this perfect state of non compliance. Unintentionally formed. Hang out, share.
My bed is the rehearsal.
No it is my starting point.
The beginning of a reply, this is a beginning of a reply.
ENOUGH.
no I’ve had enough.
Enough now.
enough is enough.
more than enough.
I've had enough.
I have had enough.

This is enough.
Enough.
finality, an announcement of action, a prelude to interruption, a stop and a start. To stop and start at
the same time.
A quality of saturated quantity.
Hidden right here.
burrowed deep into the ground, sleep in caves, rest and nest in trees. form a hole. End and begin
your day inside it. shelters, dens
rest and strength building.
Closer to the centre.
Taking care
We whisper through our texts
We whisper in our text.
silence.
A moment’s silence
Stop trying to speak.
Now fall to your knees.
I begin on my knees

